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1 Introduction

How to successfully replicate the project is described in this documentation. All the
details like hardware and Software requirements and libraries needed to implement this
project is mentioned in this manual.

2 System Requirements

Figure 1: System Requirements

3 Libraries Required

The following libraries were necessary for the code to operate. Some libraries are pre-
installed with Python, while others need installation.
pandas, numpy, matplotlib, sklearn, tensorflow, keras, indic-nlp-library, googletrans
These libraires can be installed by using command - pip install (library name).

4 Dataset pre-processing and transforming
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Figure 2: Importing Dataset

Figure 3: Translating Hindi words into English: The dataset consists of post in Hindi so
it is translated in English so that it can be understandable for other users also if they
don’t know Hindi.

Figure 4: Processing Text: The sub() function searches for the pattern in the string and
replaces the matched strings with the replacement ( repl ). If the sub() function couldn’t
find a match, it returns the original string. Otherwise, the sub() function returns the
string after replacing the matches. Removing the unwanted links and mentions from
twitter data and cleaning it.
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Figure 5: Using Indicnlp for NLP and common text processing of Hindi (Indian lan-
guages). Trivial tokenizer tokenizes the punctuation boundaries ( —, ;, :, etc). And it
returns the lists of tokens.

Figure 6: Upload ”gargi.ttf” file which is uploaded in the code artifact. Word clouds,
also known as tag clouds, are visual representations of word frequency that give terms
that appear more frequently in a source text more emphasis. The word’s frequency in
the manuscript was indicated by how big it appeared in the image (s).

Figure 7: Training Datasets and dividing the dataset into 3 subsets train, test, val to
evaluate the performance of the model.
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Figure 8: Tokenizing each word in the sentence with maximum length=20, also elimin-
ating the punctuations, line breaks, etc

Figure 9: Indexing the words.

Figure 10: Sequencing and padding the datasets to make all input sequence of the same
length.
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Figure 11: Running epochs for training the data in the model.

Figure 12: Plotting the accuracy of train and test data sets.

Figure 13: Showing the model summary.
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Figure 14: Test accuracy of word embeddings model

Figure 15: We may build our training data and test data with the aid of the Sklearn
train test split function. This is so because the original dataset often serves as both the
training data and the test data. Starting with a single dataset, we divide it into two
datasets—train and test—in order to obtain the data needed to create a model.

Figure 16: Showing the results of train accuracy and test accuracy.
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Figure 17: Training on the whole data set and 10 fold cross validation core.

Figure 18: Showing the SVM results

Figure 19: Showing the Random forest result.
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